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Subject: Human Race about to be exterminated
From: Justin Galey-Jones <Justin@equalwage.org>
Date: Fri, 22 Oct 2004 20:30:17 +0100
To: webmaster@kernel.org

Hi 

this is Masshiach Justin Galey-Jones. I have a message for the Linux community- this is in regard
to the impending extermination of the population of this planet for their continued Murderer
Schizophrenia activities and allegiance with the Forces of Evil against the Federation. I hoped
to contact as many people as possible but find it difficult to find helpful individuals, obtain
contact details, access chatrooms, or obtain assistance in providing literature or electronic
information to the general public. 

I have attached a copy of the message available at http://www.equalwage.org/report.html. There is 
a also a leaflet available from the link on this page,
http://www.equalwage.org/leaflet-21-10-04.html. 

If you receive this message a reply would be helpful. Forwarding it to anyone else you believe
interested would be very helpful. 

Thanks. Look forward to hearing from you. 

Justin 

This is the End of Times. 

Please email us with your comments. 

The immediate release of any children and other hostages who have not yet been slaughtered in the Underground Cities
will be regarded well by the Police Federation. Non-compliance will result in extremely serious punishment of everyone
responsible. Parties to the systematic slaughtering of all the children in the World at the End of Time are identified and
will be punished by the Police Federation. 

Attempts to obtain redemption will be investigated. Any Murderer Schizophrenic activities such as sacrificing/eating
children, bad hand-writing makers, accident makers, suicide makers, attempted murderer makers, genocide makers, brain
damagers, frequency weapon subliminal cognitive reprogramming/neurological/psychological control, happy makers, 
murderers, for satan and co, etc etc will result in severe and appropriate punishments. 

At some point in the near future several key issues regarding the necessary enforcement of martial law to prevent
Murderer Schizophrenia on a global scale or greater will be explained, as well as further roadmaps. Be good. 

Should the now several patient attempts to explain some of these issues and offer an opportunity to change direction not be
acted upon warnings will no longer be sufficient. Continued Murderer Schizophrenic activities, non-closure of Murderer
Schizophrenic facilities, and non-conformance with Police Federation Requirements of Governance will result in
punishments, extended Pogra, and increased likelyhood of self-annihilation. Additionally the vague possiblity of threats to
the Federation, and other Organisations will not be allowed to happen. 

Back 

The End of Times- note 1- 

A God-System will need to be set in place on the surface of the Planet. The Murderer Schizophrenic facilities of Ha-El are
to be shut down and mechanisms introduced to prevent further outbreaks of Murderer Schizophrenia. This process may
take some time. 

The population has almost entirely quantified their levels of Evil during this 12,000year Pogra, and those who have
performed only or mainly Good deeds during the majority of their lives will be quantified within the Police Federation
system. Punishment for Murderer Schizophrenic activities is to be decided by God and the Council of Gods, and the Police
Federation. 

The failure of the End of Times Pogra Examination was due on each occasion mainly to the application of Psychotronic
Weapons and Sexual Control. Despite several resit examinations the failure has been consistently repeated. This exercise
in planet population education has been difficult to implement due to the deliberate policy of misinformation, brain
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damage, corruption, happy making of murdered children, and not-caring. Murderer Schizophrenic activities such as
eating/sacrificing children to join the Forces of Evil and wage war against the Forces of Good have affected everyone. 

The 12 tribes have each identified their Masshiachs, the Gods and the Goddesses of the next Planet, confirmed by God and
the Council of Gods. Suitable replacements are available. 

Progress to the next Pogra may be impeded should the resolution of a working surface Police Federation Planetary
Government not be achieved, with demonstration of understanding of the Pogra Certification Procedure, Planet
Maintenance activities, and Universe Politics. Pogra Level 1 Certification can be achieved with a satisfactory internal and
full-internal security review, Level 2 requires meeting external security requirements, particularly observation of specific
protocols- the Pogra Protocol, Avoidance Protocol, and Non-interference Protocol. 

The results of this Pogra End of Times examination are the worst in the progress of the human race through the Universe,
ever, since first becoming a party to the Pogra Examination Board. This is one of the worst Public Relations disasters we
have ever had, the Federation are hopefully not concerned. 

Murderer Schizophrenia is not to be tolerated further. Police facilities and personnel are necessary. To gain entry and rank
the criteria outlined are necessary. Work for the Police Federation and countering Murderer Schizophrenic activities will
result in redemption from previous Murderer Schizophrenic Level and Promotion in the Police System. 

There are several alternative scenarios to this basic solution outlined. 

Please send us your ideas. 

Back

The End of Times- note 2-

New Organisations with Special Powers to deal with those who seek to serve the Forces of Evil will have to be introduced.
The main Organisation is the Police Federation. It’s Personnel are those who have not performed acts of Murderer
Schizophrenia during this life, and also throughout the Pogra. 
The special powers are the ability to regulate access to and use of certain technologies, to remain anonymous, to restrict
access to and use of certain information, and to ascertain threats via use of information gathering and analysis. The major
techniques to counter Murderer Schizophrenic activities of those serving the Forces of Evil, are that of positive guidance,
negative conditioning, lobotomies, behavioural lobotomies, restricted information from Police Authorities regarding their
activities, and in some situations Lethal Force. Police Federation Officers must be allowed to detect and punish, and to
prevent Murderer Schizophrenic activities in ways they believe appropriate, under the supervision of the Gods. 

To further Police activities these Powers are required, as are UN RF Identity Cards and Tracking, Global Digital
Surveillance and Monitoring, a Population and Birth Index. Digital Surveillance will need to include hidden surveillance
cameras and microphones in every location- street, home, workplace. Systems will need to include Failsafe components. 
Restricted Information and Technologies include Intelligence, Legal, Computing, Artificial Intelligence, Database,
Intelligence Personnel/Individuals Names/Addresses, Communications, Encryption, Satellite, Mapping, Nuclear Weapons,
Psychotronic Weapons, Biological Weapons, Frequency Weapons, Neuromaps, Genetics, Cloning, and Space Exploration.
Research into, collation/dissemination of information regarding, application/manufacture of technologies, to deliberately
further Murderer Schizophrenia activities can be expected to be under high levels of surveillance, and prevented- by
interference, misinformation, information/technology reappropriation, restriction of access to information/of information,
and if necessary destruction of equipment, potentially with loss of Murderer Schizophrenic spies/soldiers. 
We are concerned at the excessive rate of birth and believe a reduction in global population beneficial- including limiting
family size, via legislation and use of new birth control agents. 
Murderer Schizophrenics seeking to accumulate Equipment, Facilities, and Information will find their activities prevented.
The Mark of God, and the Mark of the Beast at present are technologies to be restricted to the Gods. 
People found using information, technologies or facilities to attack the Police Federation or to otherwise serve the Forces
of Evil in the Universe will be identified and dealt with by the Police Federation. The Police Federation believes in
punishment as a deterrent, and in compensation for victims. Punishments may include- social work, fines, prison, Hell
punishments, removal of immortality in Hell and reduction/removal of ’demonic/magic’ powers or attributes, decreased
fertility, termination of this incarnation: with reincarnation potentially possible, God willing, ie as children of Murderer
Schizophrenic children eaters, or with disabilities or unattractive, in starvation zones, or as other species. It is possible this
may be the end of your 12,000year Pogra. Good behaviour will result in release from Hell as a mortal, reincarnation in
better circumstances, or other benefits. 
Those interested in helping with these aims can contact us. Any information or assistance will be appraised. 

If you are seeking further information please consult your Tribes Police Federation Manual. 

Back
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The End of Times- note 3-

The Home Planets Police Federation are extremely tolerant. Threats to Police Officers, Police Units, and Police
Authorities will be regarded badly. 
The Police Federation operates in several areas independently of the Military, the Armed Forces Engineers, and the Secret
Police. 
External Security is rigorous in its functioning, and compliance with External Security Review Teams is extremely 
important. 

The External Security Review Teams and Federation liase with several other Organisations. 

Back 

The End of Times- note 4- 

There is a never ending War- now- between the Forces of Evil and the Forces of Good- called Armageddon.

Forces of Evil <------------------> Forces of Good 

You all seem to choose to fight for the Forces of Evil. Unless you change your minds then I hope, and absolutely
believe, that you will all die, never to threaten the Home Planets, or our friends. Your deaths may be highly
specific, even tailored to the individual, level of Evil, or completely not specific. Warnings will no longer be
sufficient- it is everyones responsiblity to ensure the security and environment of our world from individual
Murderer Schizophrenics, or groups, allied to the Forces of Evil. The End of all your Pogras. You didn’t know?
No-one told you? You don’t care? So what? 
We care. And we will build a mountain out of your melted bones, called Mount Sorrow. 

This Planet is either allied with the Forces of Good, or the Forces of Evil. 
To be allied with the Forces of Good, a capable and effective Police Federation system is required, and Murderer
Schizophrenia facilities removed. 

Establishment of a visibly capable Police Federation system must be performed within a limited timeframe. This
must have sufficient personnel, with mechanisms to ensure recruitment of suitable individuals, and the resources to
ensure that it is capable. 

As a matter of urgency- your opinions matter. Please tell us what you think. 

The End of Times- note 5- 

The population of this Planet is to be exterminated due to non-compliance with essential requirements of safe
conduct. Those deemed to have been actively attempting to fight against the forces of Evil, and not to have been
involved in Murderer Schizophrenic activities will be reincarnated and the events having necessitated this
explained. 
This situation could easily have been avoided- however there has been no open policy to admit and publicise the
events of the end of times- each time the people of the World renew the pact with the Demons, the Murderer
Schizophrenic activities in the Underground Cities, and the involvment of all concerned, to apologise, and no
actions to seek to put right what you have all done have been forthcoming- further no evidence that Murderer
Schizophrenic activities have ceased, Murderer Schizophrenic facilities dismantled for weapons inspection and
public viewing, while Police Agents and hostages have all been killed continually, specific required actions to
demonstrate active Military, Police, Political campaigns against the Forces of Evil and to Serve with the Federation
have not been implemented, and the Media, News and Education system has not explained the situation to the
population of the Planet before they all die. 
Worse, the population is known to be actively seeking to ally with the Forces of Evil, empowering Murderer
Schizophrenic agents throughout the World, assassinating Police Agents and others opposed to them, to continue to
increase their Murderer Schizophrenic activities, in a more covert fashion, to accumulate information, technology,
facilities, resources and weapons to aid the Forces of Evil, and utilise this Planet as a base for Murderer
Shizophrenic activities in this quadrant, whilst pretending they are not- ie acting as decoys, soldiers, spies,
infiltrators for the Forces of Evil. 

Get real, right now. Pretend religious, social, political, cultural, or economic activities on the surface of the planet
will not confuse this issue. Unless you take immediate action to secure this planet from the Forces of Evil, you are 
regarded as an Enemy of the Federation, and you are now all going to be killed. Not one single Murderer 
Schizophrenic is to leave this planet in a microenvironment, psychotronic weapon and nuclear weapon armed 
cloning synthesiser equipped fusion ship. If this technology, among others, is attempted to be developed further it 
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will be necessary to immediately eliminate all persons and every facility on the planet. Not immediately 
implementing measures to deal with this will result in the deaths of every single person, and a continuation of the 
Pogra with a more suitable selection of individuals. 

Excuses or lies such as non-involvement, ignorance, insanity or coercion will not be considered- it is the entire
population of this planet as a whole who are responsible- especially those in positions of power, to fight against 
Murderer Schizoprenics. Those who do are identified. Those who don’t have been under surveillance for 
12,000years. 
Murderer Schizophrenics with high levels of Evil are consistently rewarded with the best partners, power, and 
lifestyles- while Police Agents are systematically eliminated throughout the world. The warfare against the Police 
and normal members of society is very complex- biological warfare has been used for at least 4,000years. 
Accumulation of ethnic areas/resources, removal/destruction of others, spies, replacement of persons, inflitration, 
surrogate parents, generalised ethnic cleansing, nepotism, surveillance/psychotronic/biological weapons/dugs from 
the Forces of Hell in the Underground Cities. 
Those who have worshipped the Demons of the Underground Cities have also carried their designer Clones- Satan
Clones. Many such offspring now walk the surface of the planet and scheme to continue the ethnic genocide against
Police, and to ensure the population serves the Forces of Evil, and the entire Planet is captured- resulting in an 
onslaught against the rest of the Universe. Virtually all the Planet except Satans close associates, immediate family,
will be eliminated- 99% of you. Should anyone wish to explain these facts to the general population in order that 
they have the opportunity to reconsider and also to try to cancel the procedures that are now being initiated this
will be viewed favourably. Please feel free to contact me for a chat about how you would like to help. 

I can reword this in more simple terms- you are all Murderers serving the Forces of Evil. You are now all going to
Die. 
Is there anything you would like to say or do? 

Masshiach Justin Galey-Jones 21-10-04 To offer specific assistance contact- EqualWage@equalwage.org 

A leaflet you are free to adapt and hand out to your friends is available- Police Leaflet- this explains the situation in 
similar terms to above and outlines what needs to be done to avoid the planets entire population being either 
punished in a series of increasingly destructive and high mortality level actions, or summary initiation of an assault 
to capture facilities and weapons and prevent organisation of the Murderer Schizophrenia Forces. 

It is apparent that many of the worst Murderer Schizophrenics tend to reside in Hell, or have positions of power
and wealth whereby they may manage to avoid being killed by a nuclear strike or other form of global warfare- 
and that many of those who will not survive will be those least involved in Murderer Schizophrenia and possibly 
genuinely having no knowledge of the plans of the Forces of Evil at this time. Anyone who wishes to join the 
Federation as an individual is welcome. Intelligence personnel must be aware of these facts- and the operatives who 
surely have me under surveillance could assist, and their superiors, the Presidents, and Media. Their 
non-assistance is regarded very badly- immediate action will save huge numbers of lives of the most vulnerable 
members of society. 
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